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Dreamcatcher by James Fowler                                                                         

    Soon after the Oneiric DVR for capturing dreams launched, they

started to appear online. A mad scramble to gain market share in this

red-hot sector ensued, with Dreamland clawing its way to dominance,

largely due to a generous profit-sharing model. As tastes grew more

discriminating, this platform added premium channels that could only

be accessed through subscription. The top dreamers in the field signed

exclusive contracts and enjoyed celebrity on a par with movie and

sports stars.

    It took viewers some time to adjust to the slippery nature of the

genre. Characters and situations were constantly morphing, and the

dialogue often made little sense. Some scenarios, if they could even be

called that, lasted little more than a few seconds. A two-minute video

was the equivalent of a feature-length film. 

    Once the initial stream-of-unconsciousness experience lost some its

novelty, and viewers realized that other people’s nightly ventures were

by and large no more diverting than their own psychic rambles, a tiered

system began to develop. Garbage dreams, a mere clearing of the

short-term memory buffer, populated numerous low-end domains.

More bizarre or action-packed offerings were culled and recommended

for viewing on prominent sites. The elite night visions, though, seemed

to have little or nothing to do with the dreamer. These had an iconic,

revelatory quality, spoke a universal language ever suggestive, ripe for

decoding. A sign of the times, books like The Golden Bough and The

Interpretation of Dreams became best sellers. Jung was in again too.

    Dream programming came to fall under the usual categories, and

nobody was surprised that nightmares drew a lot of traffic. The host

sites posted boilerplate warnings that they weren’t liable for any neural

damage that might result from consumption of scary material. At first

people scoffed this was a come-on, so much carny barking. But then

stories started circulating of addictive viewing, adrenal dependence.
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Legislators wanted ways to keep minors from accessing the more

horrific dream caches. Cases were reported of sleep avoidance due to

fear of nightmare infection and dubbed Freddy Syndrome. Rumbles of

pending class-action suits neared like thunder.

    It could hardly be denied that partaking of other people’s dreams had

an effect on one’s own. Theorists speculated that humanity, through its

tech, was reaching a stage of boosted collective unconscious. That’s

why postings by such figures as Horizon Boy, Lady Nycteris, and

Ganesh Gharry drew such a wide following. Those were just the kind of

streams you wanted circulating in the dream pool. Psychiatrists actually

prescribed doses of this good stuff to counteract the trauma of the

Freddy crew.

    Governments have found themselves playing catch-up. Among early

responses were bans on anyone with security clearance posting

dreams online, for fear of unconscious disclosures. Worse, adversaries

could plant subliminal messages in doctored videos to render a

populace passive, uninclined to meet aggression. Plans are afoot in

leading countries to establish a Dream Defense Initiative (DDI).

    Experts debate whether the whole phenomenon is a fad or turning

point. Those in the latter camp point to dream convergence, as if a

species-wide vision were emerging. Certain emblems, the first stirrings

of a new style in music, architecture, poetry, have appeared on the

scene. The movement, seemingly more spontaneous than deliberate,

goes by the name alt-Earth. Its more cosmic adherents posit a sister

planet in a strange-attractor or entangled relation. Skeptics wonder

whether inhabitants of that orb have recently woken with a taste for

fusion cuisine or e-cigs. Another, more local, explanation has it that

humans are ushering in a version of Earth that might have evolved had

cold-blooded materialism not gained the upper hand around the time

of steam harnessing. The thought that nationalism and economics

might be losing their grip on a growing number of the dream-happy

has rattled governments and markets around the globe. Politicians may

have to shift the very grounds of appeal dramatically.
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    Enthusiasts, though, predict imminent easing of mass, friction,

gravity. Sunlight has softened, as if by partial eclipse. For some,

dreamtime impinges on waking hours. “Get ready,” they confide, and

those with ears to hear imagine a fresh orientation. “Here it comes.

Here we go.”    

James Fowler teaches literature at the University of Central Arkansas. He is author of the poetry

collection The Pain Trader (Golden Antelope Press, 2020). His literary essays have appeared in ANQ,

Children’s Literature, POMPA, and The Classical Outlook; his personal essays in Southern Cultures,

Cadillac Cicatrix, Quirk, and Under the Sun; his short fiction in such journals as The Labletter,

Anterior Review, Little Patuxent Review, The Chariton Review, Southern Review, The Chiron Review,

and Elder Mountain; and his poems in such journals as Futures Trading Magazine, Aji Magazine,

Evening Street Review, Dash, U.S. 1 Worksheets, Caesura, and Cave Region Review.
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Ghosts, At First by Jim O'Loughlin                                                                      

     Today, when people talk about when the ghosts first started

appearing, they’ll tell you they weren’t scared. Don’t believe them. We

were all petrified.

     That may be hard to imagine, now that ghosts are everywhere, but

try to envision what it must have been like at first. Here you are, in a

small town in Iowa, stopping to pay your respects at the gravesite of a

departed relative, and all of a sudden you get a buzz that you have a

message. Then when you look at your screen, you see that the message

is from the person whose grave you are standing next to. Pretty scary,

right? I mean, pretty scary if that kind of thing didn’t happen all the time

now.

     I wasn’t the first person to encounter one of the original ghosts, but

it happened to me, too. Admittedly, and I feel guilty about this now, I

specifically went to the cemetery after reading one of the first news

stories about the ghosts. I hadn’t been to the plot where my

grandmother had been buried since her funeral, which I suppose made

me not the best granddaughter. I missed my grandmother, but I didn’t

particularly like going to cemeteries, unless they were the elaborate

Victorian kind with lots of sculptures and crypts that were filled with

people who had been dead for centuries.

     But my grandmother’s cemetery wasn’t like that. Maybe at one time

it was a tranquil place, back when it had been carved out from a farm

field on the outskirts of town, but since then the town had grown up

around it. Now the cemetery had strip malls surrounding it on every

side. There was nothing historic about it. Looking at the family names

on the tombstones was like hearing attendance called in a class from

my high school. It was all a little too familiar.

     So, when I approached my grandmother’s gravesite, alone in the

cemetery, I was feeling a pretty complicated set of emotions. I was sad,

because visiting a gravesite was nothing like visiting my grandmother,
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but I was also wistful, thinking back to when I was a little girl and her

house was a favorite place to visit. I was afraid that she might suddenly

appear as a ghost, but I was excited for the same reason.

     It was a nice, fall day, and the leaves in the short trees in the

cemetery had begun to turn red and yellow.  Though I could hear the

white noise of traffic from the adjacent road, it was otherwise quiet.  I

found my grandmother’s grave and paused at it, thinking about the end

of her life, when she wasn’t able to recognize me, or anyone else,

anymore. But then I remembered her at an earlier time, when I was

one of the kids who would run through the kitchen while she was

cooking, and she would tell us to stay away from the stove but to take

one of the candies in the bowl on the coffee table. “Thanks, Grandma!”

I’d call out, already halfway to the living room.

     My thoughts were interrupted by a message on my phone. I looked

at the screen. It was my grandma. 

     “Hi, Chloe, how r u?” the message read.

     I would have screamed if I hadn’t already expected this to happen. 

Tentatively, my fingers shaking a little, I typed back, “Hi, Grandma, is

this really you?”

     “Of course, it’s me. R u still Cing that Logan?”

     I looked around, as if I expected the apparition of my grandmother

to be floating over my shoulder. I knew even then that that was silly.

     “Logan and I are seeing other people,” I typed back.

     “That’s 2 bad. Ur not getting any younger, u no.”

     “Yes, I know.”

     “Wood u like 2 meet my friend, Mary’s, grandson? His name is Tyler.”

     Of course, even then I could tell that the conversation was

AI-assisted, combining language from texts my grandmother had once

sent with data stored on her phone. Undoubtedly, Mary had been one

of my grandmother’s contacts, and Tyler was tagged as Mary’s

grandson on social media. Still, it was pretty close to the kind of

conversation my grandmother and I would have had IRL.
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     My grandmother was among the early adopters of the first

generation of tattoo phones. A lot of senior citizens were. It made

sense. They were the “Inked Generation,” after all, and what difference

did another tattoo make if you already had a couple sleeves of them.

Besides, if your phone was tattooed onto you, you never had to worry

about losing it. 

     The telecom companies swore that the whole ghost phenomenon

was just a software bug. The AI-assist was designed to help senior

citizens keep up with social media as they aged, and the fact that

phones would initiate contact with people in close proximity was just a

feature gone wrong. Who could have guessed that the tattoo phones

would keep working after people were buried? This was why the ghosts

only appeared at cemeteries.  There was nothing supernatural about it.

The telecoms promised that the bug would be eliminated in the next

software update.

     That’s when things really got interesting. It turned out people didn’t

want the bug eliminated. They liked being able to communicate with

deceased relatives, and there were online protests against companies

that threatened to upgrade the software and eliminate the ghosts.  In

fact, older people began getting tattoo phones specifically so that they

could still send text messages after they died. The telecoms promised

that they wouldn’t shut down the ghosts. In fact, they began promoting

the “ghost feature” in the next generation of tattoo phones.

     I go to the cemetery to visit my grandmother pretty regularly now,

but I’m never there alone. Cemeteries are pretty busy places these

days, and with the enhanced text-to-voice capabilities now, my

grandmother’s cemetery can be as noisy as a bar at happy hour. She

would still like to set me up with someone, but I’ve been able to get her

to move on to other topics. Right now, we’re going through the history

of each of her tattoos (wow, that generation was really into tattoos!).

She’ll text me a picture of a shamrock on her ankle or a unicorn on her

bicep and then tell me all about what was going on in her life when she
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got it. That’s how I found out about her college boyfriend and about the

time she went into low orbit on the space elevator.

     I realize now that my grandmother and I never talked much about

her life when she was alive. I guess like most kids, I couldn’t imagine

that someone that old would have had such interesting experiences. So

I appreciate that, as a ghost, she’s able to tell me so much now. Don’t

get me wrong. I understand that my grandmother is not an actual

ghost. I get that it’s not really her I’m talking to, but I have to admit, in

her last few years of her life I didn’t really feel like that was her either. I

feel more in touch with her now than I did then.

     The most recent time I went to visit her, she asked me to tell her

about my tattoos, and I had to admit to her that I didn’t have any.  I had

to explain that no one my age has tattoos.  It’s just a generational thing,

and what’s cool for one generation is gross for another. 

     “W/out tattoos, how will u remember da important things in life?”

she asked me.

     “It’s a good question, Grandma. I guess I’ll have to count on you.”

Jim O'Loughlin is the author of the forthcoming science fiction novel THE CORD (BHC Press). He is

also the author of THE LAST CAUCUS IN IOWA (Ice Cube Press) and DEAN DEAN DEAN DEAN (Twelve

Winters Press).
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The Savior by H.T. Grossen                                                                                 

     The Savior slid over pinpricks of light, passing silently through the

impossibly deep darkness.

     She was the last of her kind, the only hope of a dying planet.

     This ship was gargantuan: cities upon cities, people and families,

growing and moving and living and dying across time and space as it

approached its destination.

     Their mission was clear in the beginning: an incredibly detailed and

efficient book seven hundred and seventy-seven pages long called The

Manual taught the people how to keep the ship running. But more than

that--it told them how to keep each other alive, rules for living with one

another, instructions for how to land The Savior and establish a colony

on a new planet, laws and advice on how to run the new settlement.

     The Savior kept them fed; it kept them clothed; it kept the

atmosphere clean and the lights on throughout its corridors and

wide-open terrarium parks alike. It automatically monitored the

moisture levels of plants and the movements and reproduction

patterns of the animals within these parks and relayed the information

to the ship’s inhabitants. The ship knew all that was happening within

itself as well as all that was happening outside with its advanced

sensors: steering a careful path clear of meteors, comets, and

space-debris to keep its people alive. No one alive now on the ship

understood how such a mighty vessel could have been built, but

whoever built it knew exactly what it would take to sustain human life

in space over a great amount of time.

     What the builders may not have known was exactly how the

interminable journey would affect the passengers. It would take a

multitude of centuries to arrive on the new world; generations upon

generations, and over time the original copies of The Manual were

mostly destroyed, corrupted, or incomplete. 
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     Early on in the voyage several great men tried to restore and rewrite

The Manual through pieces of digital files, wrinkled and torn old pages,

the words of old-timers who had committed to memory or written

down passages themselves long ago.

     Gradually aspects of the ship had been misunderstood or forgotten,

while others previously unknown had made themselves clear. To ever

hope to understand The Savior, in all of its mystery and magnanimity,

was certainly a lost cause. That did not stop the people from trying,

though. 

     Divisions had sprung up in the great and mighty spaceship that

sustained their lives. Some sectors of the ship believed pilgrimages to

see the ancient pages of the original Manual that had been frozen and

preserved behind glass was the answer. When they could not see the

pages--they sent prayers towards that portion of the ship. 

     Others had not ever read The Manual for themselves--they accepted

that the ship would always care for them, and listened to people who

called themselves “Captains” explain The Manual to them from their

own perspective. This was a strange title considering the ship drove

itself; still, people respected their words as if these men were actually

piloting the ship that allowed them to live within it, and treated them

with reverence beyond that of average men. 

     Others still only read other’s translations, summaries of, and

guidebooks to The Manual. One in particular written by a man with the

surname of Force, called “Force’s Codex,” was lifted up above the

others. For these people, the original sections of The Manual and

other’s translations they pushed aside--The Codex’s interpretations and

elucidations were lauded as the only true view. 

     Some doubted The Manual’s authenticity at all--how could any men,

at any time, have ever known how a ship of this level of empyrean

power had been created and launched? It was surely only a way to

control the people aboard The Savior. The ship had simply always been,

they thought. To worship a ship or a book was folly: it was simply a

force of nature, the same as the space that passed around them. It was
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all they knew of life- and they would not allow a simple book to control

their lives.

     Within these divisions even more segmentations began to spring up:

Although your sector of the ship may send prayers to the remaining

physical pages of The Manual; perhaps you sent them at a different

time of day or sang a different invocation. Although your sector may

have many Captains; they were all constantly competing for as many of

The Savior’s denizens as they could convince to come and listen to their

interpretation of The Manual. Although your sector may subscribe to

the teachings of Force’s Codex; perhaps you believed that his advice

applied to this page of The Manual, but not that page. Maybe your

sector anarchically chose not to heed any of the advice of any version

of The Manual at all! Whichever sector you were raised in and whatever

your beliefs, all parts of the ship had one thing in common. The Savior

kept them fed and clothed, the atmosphere clean, and the lights on. 

     Finally--the day had come. The mighty impulse engines that had not

been heard for centuries fired to life--slowing the enormous craft. The

Manual foretold that there would be touchdown one day: that they

would have to settle a new world--a world outside of The Savior. Each

sector prepared as best they could, each according to what they viewed

as sacred. 

     The indomitable ship began to shudder--“Atmospheric Entry

Initiated” was the glimmering coruscation upon the holographic

automatic announcement banners that ran down each and every

passageway. The history books showed these communication banners

controlled by The Savior hadn’t flashed any system-wide

announcements since “Impulse Engine Shutdown” nearly four hundred

years ago. 

     Eons of spacetravel had taken its toll on the ship: The Savior’s

citizens neglected to provide manual upkeep on several essential

systems as The Manual had been lost and changed. The people had

either ignored or misinterpreted many of the key ideas over the years.

As the white-hot friction of re-entry burned across the nose of this
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vessel the size of a small continent--panels began to tear off and vanish

into flaming ash. Key system controls beneath the hull heated up to

critical levels. Cracks began to appear in the outer alloys and insulation

panels as it descended through grey clouds and emerged over a bleak,

austere landscape. A finger of rock stabbed up from one of the

mountain peaks the ship streaked over--the overheated Thruster

Compensation Unit couldn’t make a reading in time for correction, and

the jagged spire punctured a large hole in The Savior’s midsection.

     Although The Savior was battered--it trailed leaked coolant and vital

components across the alien landscape--it kept functioning as was

preprogrammed in its system’s endless code: at a certain altitude, it

detached an enormous cube section of the ship the size of a city. It slid

away from the body of the bleeding vessel and landed by design in the

center of an open plain on the barren world. 

     The Savior could read the descent was happening too quickly for its

precious cargo--it automatically diverted all energy to forward

thrusters. It opened all flaps and nonessential storage bays to try and

brace the fall for the humans who lived inside its enormous and mighty

walls. It jettisoned nonessential circuit boards and pumped the lowest

levels of its hull with gasses and foams to try to temper its landing for

the citizens. It would still be a harrowing, terrible arrival--but the people

and their families would survive. 

     With an ungodly smash The Savior walloped and furrowed into the

ground, plowing a long, deep impact valley behind it as it slowed to a

stop. The people, their symbols, their books, their necklaces, their

statues, their prayer sheets; all were tossed roughly and

unceremoniously forward against the nearest wall. 

     Finally, The Savior stopped moving: its hull plates creaking and

hissing from decompression and cooling.

     “Interim. Transfer. In. System. Finished” flashed in a gentle blue

across the holographic automatic announcement banners, and then

they flickered off. 
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     Next, all of the lighting in the ship failed simultaneously. The cities on

each floor of the ship were plunged into complete darkness for a

terrifying few minutes. Then there was a deafening whirring: large

portions of the side of the ship, thousands of feet long, opened up to

become gargantuan ramps that led into the blinding sunlight and down

onto hard brown dirt. The people raised their hands to the foreign

star’s light, blinking and looking around at the horizon: flat except for

the lone mountain range far behind them.

     Miles away at the end of the long furrow the ship left on the planet’s

surface, the enormous cube lay: the final offering The Savior held for

her people. Each and every sector of people began walking towards it

and gathered into a long column. A tremendous mass of people, all

dressed differently, of all different creeds and beliefs, slowly flowed like

a liquid towards the cube. 

     They reached the cube. Each side was a mile long- it stood a mile

high. They stood a distance from it for a time. They walked in circles

around it. They inspected it. Eventually, they found a small screen with

the chipped and faded letters “HJ” painted above it, and a keyboard in

the wall next to it. They all knew what happened next. It was on the last

page of The Manual--the only portion not taken away or changed over

the years; the version didn’t make a difference. A man walked to the

screen. All were still. 

     He typed a word onto the screen. The word was “WATER”.

     Hundreds of thousands of ropes descended from the top of the

cube--as numerous as hairs on a head. The man that had typed in the

word picked one up. He began to walk away from the cube.

     All the people near him grabbed a different cable and began to walk.

Word spread around the cube--regardless of living-sector, or beliefs, or

height, or dress, or ancestry: the people grabbed a rope and began to

walk. Some people at first refused to carry one of the cables--but

instinctually, it became clear the object would not move (or do

whatever it was it was supposed to do) unless everyone was helping.
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Eventually, curiosity or guilt getting the better of them, they decided to

see what The Savior’s final gift was. 

     Soon enough all the ropes were taught. They began to pull against

the monolith. Slowly--slowly--each side of the immense cube began to

move towards the ground. They pulled for hours, straining against the

weight of the enormous metal walls. As the towering panels began to

move downwards they revealed intricate machinery and computer

banks--confusing masses of silicon inside of silicon, wheels inside of

wheels. They toiled together, sweating under the looming structure

until each of the four sides were level with the ground. The people, now

a mile of rope away from their side of the cube, and another mile away

from its center--shielded their eyes.

     There was a blinding flash of pure white light. A pillar of energy rose

into the sky. The moment it touched the outer atmosphere, pearly

white clouds began to form. They roiled outwards from the shining

beam as if in fast motion to cover the sky. Webs of lightning crackled

above, and rain began to blow and smatter every direction. The wheels

inside of wheels began to spin--faster and faster. A pulsing sphere of

shimmering energy, moving like waves and currents in the ocean,

flowed out from the device. Where this wall of ethereal force touched

the land--plants sprang up. Where it touched the rocks, moss grew. The

ground shook. Water began bubbling up through newly formed cracks

from deep within the planet--creating winding streams that began to fill

the long trench behind the metal husk of The Savior.

     After a time, wonderful and awe-inspiring, the machine powered

down and whirred to a stop. It lay still, dark, dormant. There was a

great silence, broken only by the slight rustling of newly formed grass.

The stored energy was used up; the planet had been terraformed.

     The people lifted their heads to the sky; then all linked their hands

together. They bowed towards the crumpled, broken shape of The

Savior on the horizon. Finally--simultaneously--everyone saw and

understood the true meaning of it all. They sang songs praising the

mysterious ship and thanked her for her final gift. The ship had not just
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been a survival machine, it was not simply a set of walls between them

and the endless void, nor simply a set of rules and descriptions from an

old book. The spaceship had been their caretaker, their parent, their

sibling, their friend. All this and more: it had been their Savior.

     Around the dead and silent vessel they began to build a city, and the

city’s name was Grace.

     In a dark maintenance room on the top of the abandoned ship that

hadn’t been accessed in millennia--a dusty terminal lit up dimly. Simple

green words flickered across the screen inside The Savior.

     “RUN: PROGRAM AΩ. AUTO-REPAIR SEQUENCE, INITIATED” 

H.T. Grossen is a writer that lives in the long evening shadow of the Rocky Mountains with his

magical wife and children in Pueblo, Colorado. In his free time he loves deep conversations and any

time he gets to create and engage in the fantastical- be it writing, acting, gaming, or just imagining

with friends. 
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Unknown Landmark by Dominic Leah Conda                                                 

     At 3,200 hours, when something started beeping, I wasn’t interested

and rolled over. At 3,500 hours, when something beeped again, I was

slightly more interested because I was getting thirsty, but still rolled

over. At 3,800 hours, when the ship started crashing, I became very

interested and ran around my station deck trying to figure out what

had happened!

     Then the ship suddenly coordinates, and instead of tumbling into

oblivion, it leveled itself out and floated until it peacefully set itself

down. Then it went completely offline. Total. Not even the hibernating

lights blinked.

     Initially, I had no intention of exiting the ship, but when I couldn’t

even get the emergency lights to come on, I decided I had no choice but

to inspect it from the outside. Then I stood in front of the hatch and

realized I had no idea how to open it. I had never done anything

manual over the course of my seventeen years of employment. Holding

my pocket flashlight while flipping through the emergency handbook, I

wondered how many transporters before me had experienced this

problem. It hadn’t been covered in training and there definitely hadn’t

been a notice for it on the bulletin board outside of the docking

terminal! Then my stomach sank as the word insurance floated up

behind my eyes.

     The cute and colourful handbook mentioned a lever tucked into the

right-hand side of the hatch. When I pulled it towards me, it uncovered

a small handle. I also had to pull that handle and rotate it

three-hundred and sixty-five degrees several times before hearing a

clicking sound. On the third click, the hatch flew open, startling me back

a few steps. 

     It was extraordinarily convenient that the atmosphere was

breathable since it had never occurred to me to put on my helmet. I did

worry much later if it had been somehow toxic –- but at the time I had
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just been dealing with much bigger problems, like: what was I looking

at???

     The jungle brush was one thing. Its canopy hung over the ship and it

was mostly green, incredibly tall, and seemingly inanimate: not a call or

chirp or buzzing of wings –- for which I was grateful. Just a very

strange-looking forest that had probably stood untouched for who

knew how many millennia. Then came the landing space made of

maroon brickwork surrounded by dark green moss that had no interest

in growing any taller. Neither prepared me though for what was directly

in view as the bricks continued into a vast canyon of structures. 

     Hundreds of feet high, steep walls enclosed a valley of towers and

centered, square platforms. Fifteen feet thick at their bases, the towers

were seventy high with flat tops. The square platforms were shorter but

wider with stairs climbing up their sides. There were also stairs leading

up the canyon walls unto ledges roughly fifty feet from the ground, but

there were no markings, no engravings, no statues, and no other

designs as it stretched well into the horizon and possibly beyond.

     Humans were alone in the universe. That much we had agreed on a

very long time ago. Well after we had left our place of origin, there was

no reason to believe that there ever had been or ever would be anyone

else. If God was around somewhere, He was on vacation or long gone

Himself. 

Everything about that place though suggested otherwise.

     I have no idea what the weather is like there but nothing to me

indicated any kind of permanent residence. There were no roofs or

doorways or tunnel entryways. There also seemed to be nothing

organic in the canyon, like the brick itself was too aseptic for that. I

walked for almost an hour before I wandered up one of the platform

stairs. It didn’t feel like a place a person could visit without purpose. It

felt millions of years old, and if I could have gone back in time, it

wouldn’t have mattered. That place still would have looked and felt

exactly as it did, which bothered me since even stars lived, changed,

and died.
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     Who could have built it really didn’t matter? I was sure they were

long gone too. They must have been tall but they could also have been

shorter than my ankle. There could have been billions of them or very,

very few. Diligent tendons and ligaments had put that place together. A

race also with dexterity who had carefully planned and laid each brick,

committing to both the enormity and incredible uniformity. 

     Reaching the top of one of the enormous platforms, proved

uneventful and almost disappointing since the overall view didn’t

change. The towers and canyon sides were still well above me. I had a

new view looking down but that was onto a floor that still displayed no

pattern. The continuity was making me nauseous when it dawned on

me that I was in real danger of getting get lost, very lost. A shiver went

down my spine when I realized that if I lost sight of the ship, everything,

everywhere would immediately look the same and unless the sky

cleared, even if the sky cleared, there was still a possibility that I would

never find my way back again –- or make it to the other side. 

     Walking back, the immediate stress of the situation wore off and I

became very tired. Thankfully, it didn’t occur to me that my ship might

regain consciousness and fly off again without me, so instead, while still

caught up in awesome wonder, I walked up one of the longer stairs that

took me to the mid-ledges. Up there something changed. The towers

seemed to line themselves up but I still couldn’t fathom what that

meant. Then the sky cleared and revealed three small moons.

     As I had suspected, each was white and uniform looking. They

orbited so peacefully within and around each other, that I remotely

thought they had been placed that way. The night sky also didn’t

become fully dark. A faint, orange glow seemed to flare every now and

then, giving me a kind of nightlight without casting long shadows.

Under that alien sky, snuggled up into a corner, I fell into a very deep

and dreamless sleep.

     The next morning, I rolled over and my keychain clip slid off my vest.

The key rings tinkled and the reverberating sound amplified in the

canyon a thousand times over. I threw myself up and against the wall in
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terror, looking all around me. After a long twenty minutes before I

calmed down again, I tried to figure out what had happened. When I

noticed my key rings were missing, I scrambled down the ledge

stairway and mercifully found them at the bottom. Clinking them again

in my hand by accident, their amplified sound came rushing back at

me.

     Slowly approaching one of the towers, still with no visible way to

climb one of them, I carefully and quietly tried humming a tune. The air

around me changed instantly and the melody came crashing back from

somewhere far down the canyon. Had I blasted the ship’s horn, the

generated soundwave would have blown the ship way back into the

jungle, if not obliterating it entirely. 

     Then for no reason at all, I whispered.

     My voice rushed back in and all around me and then hushed itself

again but not before I thought I had heard something contradicting.

Bracing myself for the force, and focusing my mind, I spoke softly and

sure enough, heard the contradiction again. It was the echo of

someone else’s voice. Someone else from somewhere else down the

canyon had answered. 

     Looking at all the towers, I didn’t think they had been placed

randomly, but finally, I felt like I had noticed something. Summoning all

my courage, I gently sung the only real tune I could think of which was

my mother’s lullaby from when I had been a child. It back came to me

in all its glory along with the echo of hundreds of other replies. Feeling

satisfied that I had left a sincere offering on that altar, I headed back to

my ship, knowing with confidence that it would receive me again and

return me safely home.

     Many weeks after leaving, I pulled up the maps and looked up those

coordinates again. The numbers on screen were very mundane and

confirmed for me that there was really nothing guarding or keeping

that place a secret. The race that had built it had meant for it to be

found. Probably also thinking no one else was out there, they had still

hoped for the better. 
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     I imagined majestic beings that lived very, very long yet uneventful

lives with few companions, and that the canyon had been a cure for

that loneliness. They had come to understand that life has an incredible

beginning, and then despite its constancy, excursion, duration, and

troubles, surprisingly, and maybe even more incredibly, has an ending.

Whenever they missed their loved ones who had gone before them,

they went to that canyon and called out to hear those same voices back

again. A promise to anyone who visited that they hadn’t been left alone.

      I didn’t tell anyone about the crash when I got back. I was already on

very thin ice with my supervisor and I couldn’t picture anyone from the

union board taking the slightest interest. The mausoleum of a superior

race had very little in common with a species as quick to multiply as it

was to annihilate itself. Sure, we all had permission to enter that sacred

place, but did we all need to be there? Calling out to indifferent

neighbours, relatives we didn’t care for, or to trespass again on the

peace of our coworkers? No, let the universe keep some of its secrets. I

went immediately looking for my friends whose voices I was desperate

to hear. 

Dominic Leah Conda is a member of the Horror Writers Association 

from the University of Guelph with a fascination for all things lost and forgotten. 

She likes guiding her readers to haunted places... and then abandoning them there.
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Love's Dark Matter by Pearse Murray                                                               

It is a June moonless clear night, one dark beer, one rich port and a

darkly rich silence between them. This is a silent communication of old

love, of digested time with that ease born from over sixty years

together. The alcohol throws some additional light in it for both of

them. Beth becomes less moody in its company and the stars induce a

bending of the mind in Larry. The wondrous mysteries of stars have

created time-waves in their thoughts and invade

their own old enquiries of each other’s hearts.

They are sitting out on the open back deck which looks out onto a wide

stretch of Iowan prairie grassland. This silence lasts for about an hour

when Larry blasts loudly,

“What’s that?”

“What’s what?”

“That! That thumping sound.”

“I do n’t hear a thing. The freight train went by an hour or so ago. You

were dozing then maybe you were dreaming again, dear?”

“I told you before, I never dream. Have n’t dreamt since I was a child.”

“Oh Larry, you’ve been full of dreams, not in your sleep but in your

living days. One big container of dreams. Shall I remind you of all your

dreams like the big job, the big family, the big house, the big fancy car

and all things big’?”

“No, I’d rather you not. But can you not hear that sort of fast thumping

sound? Listen! I think it is coming from the sky.”

“No. I can’t hear a thing, unless you mean the fireflies over there. But

they are meant to be seen not heard. You know you are always waiting

for something or other, some drama in your dull life with me. We are a

right pair of dullards are n’t we?”

Larry has heard this wounding remark before and he lets it pass.

“No, seriously, there’s a constant pounding sound. I can hear it clearly

now.”
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Larry stands up and he hinges his head upwards.

“Now there you are, that’s it, see the stars?”

“Yes I see them”

“Well?  Do you not hear them hammering away?  Look at them; they’re

beating I think from their shivering.”

“You are having me on, are n’t you? You’re always doing that—ever

since I met you sixty years back.”

“Has it been that long? But I think it is the stars emitting their energy,

they are echoes from the Big Bang”

“Some drummer then, that God. Since when did you become some sort

of a cosmologist or whatever they call those guys who stare at the stars

and the stars never give answers back? I gave that up myself when I

was a teenager. You have been watching too much of that science

channel about the mysteries of the Universe. The damn thing is simply

there and created not for us to worry about. It does n’t depend on you,

that’s for sure, thank the heavens!”

He notes to himself the self-congratulatory tone of her own adolescent

enquiries that the Universe and Beth are in a state of mutual

indifference. He also notes her doubts on his competency in managing

the same Universe.

“You are off your rocker again, or is it that you’re just hearing things.

Maybe it is that dark beer? It‘s those hops that are in it,” she adds with a

chuckle.

“It is, but I tell you, that has nothing to do with it.”

“What is ‘that’ and what is ‘it?’ Are you saying the beer is causing your

madness or do you mean that ‘it is’ that you are hearing things again?”

“What do you mean ‘again’ before that last one? That seems to be two

questions both of which are confusing me.’’

“What’s so confusing about what I asked?”

“The questions you asked have nothing to do with the answer I just

gave earlier.”

“That’s because you did not answer the questions I asked and you gave

me an answer to a question I did not ask.”
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“That’s right, now that I think of it, Right?”

They remain confuse, uncertain, accepting their mutual lack of clarity.

“I give up, Larry. I do see the stars but I don’t hear them. So let’s talk

about something else.”

“OK, but what shall we talk about?”

“Oh, let me think about that.”

They sit back and take in the horizon. A silence between them is drawn

out again as more time is pressed to the service of pouring, sipping,

pausing and watching fireflies and stars.

“Well, how about dreams?”

“But you just said that I am already dreaming and you know them all.”

“Oh not your dreams, Larry. How about our dreams or maybe my

dreams?”

More silence between them and more sipping and more pouring

follows.

“So then, what are your dreams, Beth?”

“My god it is a dark starry night alright. And the fireflies, starry

themselves. It’s just lovely. Look at it!”’

Larry ponders—she has never stated in all the years he has known her

that anything was lovely— maybe her dreams will be lovely too?

“Well then, tell me all about your dreams, Beth.”

“Remember when we first met? We talked about having children.”

Beth looks to the horizon, waiting for his reply. After a long pause she

turns to Larry and she sees him suddenly slumping from his chair to

the deck and feebly pressing his hands against his chest. He utters a

soft moan of love for her.

“Larry! Larry, are you alright there?”

Silence.

“Oh my God!! Help!’

Beth runs into the kitchen and calls for an ambulance. She rushes back

to him, kneels beside him with a glass of water and his body registers

no movements.
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Beth looks to the sky for answers and she concludes that the stuttering

stars, masters of his heart, have called him. She curses them for filling

her heart with the regrets of not telling him her dreams. She is in that

darkness deeper than the vast deep space that is the infinity and

eternity of ‘there’.

Pearse Murray: native of Dublin, Ireland and now lives in Albany, NY. His poems and short stories

have appeared in a wide variety of print and on-line media such as  Tree Magic, Child of My Child,

The Lonely Voicw, Crossways, Voices Israel, Miriam Lindbergh Poems for Peace, Mizmour L’David,

The Shoah,  Poetica Magazine and Cyclamens & Swords,  Blue Collar Review and Poetry Salzburg.
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The Secret Year by J. Herrera Kamin                                                                 

     Have you heard what the kids are saying these days? 

     I teach history to the graduating class of 2074, and the other day one

of my students said he thought my parents’ generation—his

grandparents’ generation—had a secret year. 

     I suspected another runaway conspiracy theory. “Go on,” I prompted

him.

     He said there was a year which his grandparents’ generation had

hidden. 

     “Hidden?”

     From the pages of history.

     “Where did you hear this?”

     It was just a feeling he got, from talking to his grandparents.

     You see, it was one of those years that just kept getting worse and

worse and worse. But in those last few months it got so absurdly,

impossibly horrific that all the people of the world came together in

collective embarrassment and decided to try it again. On January 1st,

they reset the calendar by a year. 

     “Let’s just say, for example,” this student explained to me, “it was the

year 2020. When they reached January 1st of 2021, they reset the

calendar to January 1st 2020. And did the whole year over again. Isn’t

that crazy?”

     “Which year do you think it was, then?” I asked.

     “We’ll never know, will we?” he said. “It’s a mystery. They erased all

evidence that it ever happened.”

     “But who is they?” I demanded.

     That made him falter. But then he smiled. “Everyone. Right?” The

smile faded. “I mean, whoever writes history. The victors. It’s always

someone, isn’t it?”
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     “Or something. You should talk to your grandparents more.

Investigate further.” I sighed. “If it’s true, I really wonder what year it

was, and what happened during it that was so damn bad.”

J. Herrera Kamin is a speculative fiction writer based in Vancouver, Canada. His work has been

featured in two print collections -- Hellfire Crossroads 7 and Red Cape Publishing's D is for Demons

-- and online at BewilderingStories.com and Kaleidotrope.net. When not writing, he can usually be

caught playing music, browsing used book stores, cycling, and chasing that mysterious twilight world

found between dreams and reality.
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Shyness by Pete Armstrong                                                                                

Deep in a volcano dwelt Shyness the demon, far underground where all

was black. He had dark eyes. Orange embers sputtered within his

mouth. Ominous groans rumbled from his grinding teeth. His cloak was

made of silence, his belt of anxiety, forged in the depths below. He had

hidden from the sun so long that he had very nearly suffocated his

heart.

All day long the demon collected rocks and broke them with his

powerful hands, crushing them into a powder. To this powder he added

fear that he sucked in from people on the surface and with this mixture

he made powerful bands that could enclose you, constrict you, squeeze

all the light and life out of you. Shyness was a terrible beast.

When he had a formed a handful of tight bands, Shyness left his dark

domain, emerging onto the land to find some helpless writer. He

lurched forwards, clump, clump, hiding himself behind the trees,

brandishing the bands with which he would smother the poor writer

and stop them from writing another word.

As he strode onwards the ground trembled and all the creatures of the

forest ran away.

But there on the path ahead stood a child, a scrap of a thing, an infant,

who gazed up with curious eyes. Shyness stopped and glowered at the

child, sniffing the air, searching to locate their fear, waiting for them to

run, but the child did not run. Instead they stared back and said to

Shyness,

"Hello, what's your name, what're those? I haven't seen those before,

are they bands? can I play with them? I saw a band in a book once, a
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boy was pushing it down the road, you need a stick, do you have a

stick? it will be tea time soon, I'm hungry, what's your name? can I play

with one of those?"

Shyness stepped towards the child, he wanted to constrict them, but as

he did so he shrank. He grew smaller with every step. His arms shrank

and his chest and head. Everything about him fell away so when he

reached the child there was only a scrap of him left, a remnant, shreds

of what had been.

The child stooped and picked up the last crumbs of Shyness. They

turned and flung those flakes outward, into the winds, to the ends of

the Earth.

The flakes hung up in the breeze, but the child never saw them, their

attention had now been caught by a butterfly that fluttered by, flapping

as it flew from flower to flower.

Pete lives in a leafy suburb in central Sweden. He spends his days in blue jeans looking after

children, listening to Bach and writing stories. These stories have been published by Strukturriss,

Wells Street Journal, Art Ascent, Vernal Equinox amongst others. They are usually in a classical style,

occasionally returning to the East Coast of Scotland where he grew up. He has also published a book

of hiking tips and anecdotes. When given time off he hikes through Swedish skog, trying not to

bump into moose. Again.
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Straight On Into Heaven by Karen Arbogast                                                    

They said the Strassell father flew his airplane straight on into heaven.

An accident, they told us. 

Returning from a supply trip up near Chicago on New Year’s Eve 1949,

he hit a snow squall. He tried to fly around it but it closed in on him. He

tried to get above it but he flew too high and ice formed on his wings. 

He couldn’t turn around. He couldn’t descend. 

All he could do was go up so that’s what he did. Up above the snow

squall.  Up through the clouds. Higher, higher. Troposphere.

Stratosphere.  High, higher, highest. Thermosphere, 400 miles above

the earth. Exosphere.  That might have been when he passed the

moon. 

Maybe that was when he knew he wasn’t coming back, they told us.     

Still he wouldn’t give up. There was Catherine.  And the kids. He had to

get back to them.  So he pushed that throttle hard as he could and he

squared his shoulders and he braced himself for a crash-landing but

what he expected to happen didn’t. Instead with a superhuman push of

energy he soared right through the pearly gates, straight on into

heaven. 

“…now he’s always up there in his plane,” they said after every story’s

telling, “Watching over us.”  

After the funeral, Aunt Catherine returned to St. Louis with her boy and

her girl. Same age as my sister and me. They moved in with our

grandparents by the Assumption Church and School, one block over.
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Throughout the rest of that summer when I was alone, I would sneak a

look up at the sky and search for his tiny dot-of-a-plane circling above

our neighborhood wanting more than anything to see him. To believe

this story as much as everything else they told us. About God. About

Adam and Eve. About heaven and hell.   

But as the first day of school approached, I started thinking about other

things. In time I stopped looking up entirely and forgot all about the

Strassel father and his airplane, the snow squall, the troposphere and

how they said he flew through all this and landed in Heaven always

watching over us and how this was a was a good thing.

Karen Arbogast is a flash fiction writer living somewhere in Ohio. She has been published in Crux

Magazine; Everyday Fiction; was a runner-up in a Writer Advice contest and also a Gotham contest

nominated for a Pushcart Prize by the editor of the (alas) now-defunct Words of Wisdom magazine

(so said the now-deceased editor (more sadness) in a letter to her) in 1997 for her story, “Badmen I

have  Loved.”   Karen doesn’t want payment. She does her own taxes and  hates struggling with

“where do I put THIS?” So please – no pay to Karen.
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Where Panthers Climb Up Pink Ice Walls by Katharyn Howd Machan       

No one follows. No one tries

to hatchet off their shivering tails,

the frost on their growling tongues.

These walls once were regal buildings

in a city where safe people lived.

Ice now, thick and glowing, covers doors

and window ledges, corners where pigeons

cooed and mated, dropped soft shit

through slow breeze. The panthers pant

and reach long legs for grip and ballast,

thick rough pads of wide black paws

torn, bleeding, scarring. Wildly

they believe in the moon as it calls

their jungle names. Instinctively

they are sure the sky will

let them rise through stars:
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Earth has cracked upon itself

and all that’s left is cold.

The panthers climb and climb and climb

with eyes like molten gold. 

For three and a half decades Katharyn Howd Machan, picking up where Rod Serling left off, has

taught creative writing at Ithaca College in the Finger Lakes region of New York State. Her specialty

courses, besides in poetry, are Writing Science Fiction and Fantasy, Women and Fairy Tales, and

first-year seminars called Fairy Tales: The Hero’s Journey. Her poems have appeared in 39 published

collections and many magazines, anthologies, and textbooks, most recently A Slow Bottle of Wine

(The Comstock Writers, Inc., 2020) and What the Piper Promised (Alexandria Quarterly Press, 2018),

both winners in national competitions.
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Salt by Angelo Letizia                                                                                           

When your atoms have disassembled

and re-formed into a rock

millions of years in the future 

they will still carry the memory  

of what happened 

My disassembled atoms, even with no sentience 

reassembled

into star or drop of sweat 

will somehow remember it too

And billions of my former atoms

will cry in a dying universe 

Death is no respite for me

Angelo Letizia lives in Maryland. His work has previously been featured in Bewildering Stories, Tales

from the Moonlit Path and other venues. He is currently a professor of education.
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Poems by John Grey                                                                                             

My Reading Tour of the Galaxy                                                                          

I have vivid memories of one particular night.

Some green, four-armed monster

suddenly sprang from its seat,

and onto the makeshift stage,

grabbed me by the throat, 

the arms, the waist and ankles,

while exclaiming in a high-pitched 

squeaky voice, “That poem

is about me! You’ve been 

reading my mind, you…you…

you…Earthling!”

There are sectors of the galaxy

where poetry is as dangerous

as wrestling quaddas.

I hang my rawest emotions 

out on the quivering line of my voice 

and who knows what kind of creature

can take it to heart,

mistake my confessions

for what they’ve been holding back.

 So many times,

I’ve been beaten up,

left for dead after a reading.

That’s why insurance companies

don’t write policies for poets.

Some aliens can’t take 
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the rawness of the emotion.

Even a harmless metaphor

sets so many on edge.

I miss those days

when people ignored me

and chattered among themselves.

But that was back on Earth…

a planet of Philistines

I recited to blessed indifference

and my best lines went unpunished.
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On The Space Station                                                                                           

You leave one life at home,

create another

for this lighthouse in the sky.

Otherwise, the boredom would crush you.

You’re a lantern

blazing between stars.

No home-cooking.

No zoo trips with the kids.

For a guy

cased like a pupal,

keeping a flame burning

has to be enough.

Besides, you volunteered 

to have your cheeks go un-kissed,

your shorts and t-shirts

tucked neatly in a drawer,

that martini in Joey’s Tavern

to be your last for twelve months.

 This is space.

You’re a pioneer,

at the forefront of technology.

For tomorrow’s man,

the past is now.
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An Astronaut in Retirement                                                                                

Old age 

is a fleet 

of shiny rockets

taking off 

like quills from a porcupine’s back,

one after another

after another,

shuddering the earth for miles,

almost toppling the plaque

from your wall.

Ah, yes, the plaque, 

signed by a president 

long dead.

You even 

shake his dead hand

in that photo 

on the mantel.

You stand so proud 

in that blue and gray uniform.

Of course, astronauts

all wear green these days.

Your helmet 

hangs from your other hand.

It’s five generations

of headgear old.

 Old age

is a porch 

from where you watch
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that silver armada

through thick glasses

and macular degeneration. 

It’s wishing 

you were strapped into one of them,

on route to the stars.

Ah yes, the stars.

Light long dead

but not as dead

as that pen-wielding president.

John Grey is an Australian poet, US resident, recently published in Soundings East, Dalhousie Review

and Connecticut River Review. Latest book, “Leaves On Pages” is available through Amazon.
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Bees Send Me to Jupiter by Ki Russell                                                               

Bees thrum pear petals &

wings create a current

across my skin that slips

along the fine hairs of my arms, 

neck, & into the pores. Wind

channels into me

until I inflate & my liquid

retreats, bones disintegrate

& dust sifts away from the edges

of my cyclone self. The bees angle

their wings & fan my essence past

the branches, between leaves

around the edges of blooms.

A final harmonic shove shoots

me through the atmosphere,

drifts me onto a solar

tide that floats my squall

all the way out to blend

into the red swirl of cloud

that could swallow the world

where I began as a breath

exhaled into dust. Here my

storms are embraced. 

Ki Russell is author of the hybrid genre novel The Wolf at the Door (Ars Omnia Publishing, 2014), the

poetry collection Antler Woman Responds (Paladin Contemporaries, 2014) and the chapbook How to

Become Baba Yaga (Medulla Publishing, 2011). She is a peer reviewer for the online literary journal

Whale Road Review. She teaches writing and literature at Blue Mountain Community College.
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Catalogue of Dragons by Deborah H. Doolittle                                              

The Chinese dragon undulating

along the palace wall is a wyrm,

not to be mistaken for a snake.  

Its emerald scales, lapis lazuli

fins bring good fortune, excessive luck

to those who live within the confines

of its jaws and claws. A law onto its own,

like the Great Wall draped along the peaks

and valleys a taxi-ride from Beijing,

resting, they say, so do not wake it.   

The Danes, the Swedes, the old folk lament

Where have all the wyverns gone? Long time

since one had lurked behind the fog of

war. Others miss the diminutive 

cockatrice that pranced on the window

ledge ignored by the inhabitants who snored

as it roared and roared and roared. St. George

and his descendants still look out for 

the tell-tale drift of sulfurous smoke

and itch that long accompanied 

his arch-nemesis, dragon. Not to 

be taken for a drake, which wandered

the earth on four legs like a bristling 

wolf, sometimes with three heads, or disguised 
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as my ex-boyfriend. Kirin are cute,

like ponies. Faes, what can I say, flit

away before you can really get to 

see them. Lind wurms look like gigantic 

salamanders, but could change colors

in their own reptilian kind of way.

As for the legless, great-winged monstrous

amphithere, I’d rather see than be one.        

Deborah H. Doolittle has lived in lots of different places, including six years in Virginia, but now calls

North Carolina home. She has an MA in Women’s Studies and an MFA in Creative Writing and

teaches at Coastal Carolina Community College. A Pushcart Prize nominee, she is the author of

Floribunda (Main Street Rag) and three chapbooks, No Crazy Notions (Birch Brook Press), That Echo

(Longleaf Press), and Bogbound (forthcoming from Orchard Street Press) Some of her poems have

recently appeared (or will soon appear) in Comstock Review, Evening Street Review, Pinyon Review,

Rattle, Ravensperch, Slant, The Stand, and in audio format on The Writer’s Almanac.  She shares a

home with her husband, four housecats, and a backyard full of birds.
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Distant Tomorrows by Mike Turner                                                                  

We have taken our first tentative steps

Out from here

Into the trackless regions

Of the unknown

Set foot briefly

On a cold, barren rock

Planting flags, not of conquest

But marking our exploration

 Now, the heavens open before us

And we dream of new reaches

Stars and systems and planets

Containing fellow inhabitants of this existence

We plan our future travels

Mars, Venus, Saturn and beyond

Searching to expand the library

Comprised of our combined knowledge and experience
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And thus we will go

Not today, but soon

Continuing onward

Traveling into distant tomorrows 

Mike Turner is a songwriter and poet living on the U.S. Gulf Coast. He was a featured presenter at

the 2020 Monroeville (AL) Literary Festival. Mike’s poems have been published in numerous print

and on-line journals including Spillwords Press, GreyThoughts, Sci-Fi Lampoon and Red Planet

magazine.
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Poems by Paul Hostovsky

Object Lesson                                                                                                        

And what if everything, 

everything

I have ever wanted

or will ever want

is exactly like

this little wooden toy

that I’d forgotten all about 

until now, finding it in a box

of my childhood things

that I’m getting rid of because 

I don’t want them anymore--

this little puppet made of 

wires, wood and cloth

with its round head

and innocent, kissable face

that I wanted so badly, needed 

so terribly that I threw a fit 

outside the store

and my mother couldn’t 

console me, and my father

turned and walked away

from all that foolishness,

all that carrying on,

this little wooden thing 

that has found its way back 

into my hands now,

so that I hold it up to the light

as if only dimly recognizing
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the object of my desire, 

smiling to remember it

and shaking my head 

the way my father did 

when he turned away 

from all that foolishness, 

all that heartbreak.
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Omission                                                                                                                

What I didn’t tell you about

was the forgotten

long-expired bag of lettuce

all the way in the back

looking bloodshot, 

asphyxiated, 

tragic as a traffic 

accident under plastic,

that I came across 

in search of the Lombardy 

olives and goat cheese--

how, making a face,

I gingerly extracted 

the sodden, severed, 

sealed heads of Romaine 

from behind the chilling 

horizontal bottle of Chardonnay,

tossed them into the bin

with a dead-sounding thud, 

then washed my hands of them

and returned for the wine 

and cheese and olives, 

and served them up to you without 

a word of what I’d seen.

Paul Hostovsky's latest book is DEAF & BLIND (Main Street Rag, 2020). His poems have won a

Pushcart Prize, two Best of the Net awards, and the FutureCycle Poetry Book Prize. Website:

paulhostovsky.com
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Non-Billable Hours by Dale Cottingham                                                           

                I’ve been too much like Macbeth, my

                private turmoil not so private.

                Weary surprise with her sister thorny rue

                raise their hair suite balloons. From the furthest reaches

                the stream gathers itself, hesitates in the sluices,

                then just goes.

                            Hence,

                I ask: why can’t my helix let up on me

                and let me take the easy way, the one that’s given, that

                runs with, not against, the wind?

                But that’s not what I’ve known. Even now,

                4 A.M. I’m parsing words others throw

                like rotted fruit in the variety show.

                It seems I always have a debt to pay

                just like in the hotel: I’m not passed over,

                the concierge slides my bill under the door.

                And with a gust front expected tonight, tell me

                what blank journal page will it take to ride this out 
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                so I can attain a new manner of speaking,

                add to the canon a line or two?

                Later, in the dusk, it’s the phone.

                She wants me to come over.

                My evening’s looking up.

                There’ll be soup and negotiations,

                some dead air that’s waded in, even smiles.

                With no transcript in our non-billable hours,

                it will make history even so. During the night

                leaves will bunch along fences, trees

                will endure to reckon with another day.

                We say we like it here but we’re not sure why.
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Ohthere the Astronaut by Eric Fisher Stone                                                    

Walrus in Old English is horshwæl.

Ohthere journeyed to Norway’s north coast

in King Alfred’s time and found horsey whales

pulsing on beaches like blubbery grubs

tusked with moonlight, chonky balloons

chomping fish-heads. Ohthere

did not discover walruses, the Sami

named them, and before people,

laughing gannets and polar bears

found these tender boats of fat

loafing seaward. One day space aliens

may “discover” us, a tentacled Ohthere

from the glittering celestial vacuum,

a purple squid in helmed in a spacesuit.

Is he a god, devil, or envoy? 
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Will Ohthere’s kind colonize the world

or offer friendship? Earth’s blueberry

is ripe for picking and plunder. 

Beaches bright with seawood beckon

intimate as flesh, stranger than angels,

shimmering curlews calling home.

Eric Fisher Stone is a poet from Fort Worth, Texas where he now lives. He received his MFA in

creative writing and the environment from Iowa State University. His first full length poetry

collection, “The Providence of Grass” was published by Chatter House Press in 2018. His second

book of poems, Animal Joy is forthcoming from WordTech Editions in 2021.
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Love by Alinda Dickinson Wasner                                                                      

That summer you were two

We sat on the bluff

Watching the comets

Fall from the sky

Onto the blanket of field and lake

That stretched out before us;

And while the other children

Walked on water

Following the moon’s path

To the far horizon

And back,

We filled our pockets to bursting

With stars upon stars

Enough for a thousand years of dreaming;

And while I told you little stories

About the faeries and constellations,

You fell asleep in my arms

So that I knew then that even when

You outgrew me—

Which of course you did all too soon—
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I could still every so often

Always slip a star under your pillow

When you least expected

So that when the day

We both secretly dreaded

Finally arrived

You might find a remaining few

Embers

Hidden among my prized possessions—

Enough that you might always awake

Still smiling

Up at the sky.
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Blue Coffin by Andre Le Mont Wilson                                                               

You first notice the absence 

of the scent of pine needles 

in the forest—

no minty memories of Christmases 

spent searching the woods for a tree.  

You next notice the absence 

of the songs of birds 

in the forest— 

just the crackle and crunch of needles 

and branches beneath your feet.  

You then notice the presence 

of dead pines 

as far as the eye can see, 

along ridges and slopes and valleys, 

every evergreen now everbrown. 

Sweat trickles down your neck 

on this winter day, 

and you wonder what wood tastes like 

for the bark beetles, 

which felled the forests from Canada to Mexico. 

Your arms and body vibrate 

as your saw cuts an infected tree. 

Back at your shop, 

you sand, you polish, you run your fingers 

over surfaces stained blue by the beetles’ fungus, 
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And you think of the dead trees 

to be recycled this way; 

and of the customers on this planet; 

and you wonder if anyone will be left 

to build you a blue coffin.

Andre Le Mont Wilson (he/him) was born the son of African American poets in 

Los Angeles. His work has appeared in The Sun Magazine, Rattle, and 

sPARKLE & bLINK. He has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize. 

He teaches storytelling to adults with disabilities in the San Francisco Bay Area.




